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A Wolfcnstein 3D™ Graphics Adventure 

Spear of Destiny brings virtual reality to the PC, hurling you into 
an intense battle between good and evil in which only you can 
save the world! A breathtaking musical soundtrack sets the 
mood, while amazing '‘first person'" visual perspective and 
spectacular digital stereo sound effects give an experience like 
no other game you've ever played! 

It's World War n and you are B,J, Blazkowicz, the Allies' most 
durable agent. In the midst of the German Blitzkrieg, the 5pear 
that pierced the side of Christ is taken from Versailles by the 
Piazis and secured in the impregnable Castle Wolfenstein! Ac¬ 
cording to legend, no man can be defeated when he has the 
Spear, hitler believes himself to be invincible with the power of 
the Spear as his army of destruction sweeps across Europe. 

Your mission is to recapture the Spear from an already unbal¬ 
anced Hitler, with the hope that the loss of his most coveted 
weapon will push him over the edge! You must infiltrate the 
heavily guarded Piazi stronghold and time is running out! 

In your quest to recover the Spear, you will encounter the excit¬ 
ing and hazardous challenges, secret doorways to hidden pas¬ 
sages, gruesome mutants, and powerful monster-like "bosses". 
All this in the midst of the massive fire-power of well trained 
enemy soldiers throughout the castle! See If you have the "right 
stuff " to accomplish the most dangerous mission of the warl 

Features 

* over 20 complete floors to cover 
* 4 levels of play difficulty 
* special extra challenges for advanced game players 
*■ digitized stereo sound effects 
* breathtaking musical soundtrack 
& saves multiple games in process 

Computer Gaming World says, 
“the player is there' like no game I've ever played" 
"the sound and the visual action, is frighteningly realistic" 

"I can't remember a game making such effective use or 
perspective and sound and thereby evoking such intense 
physiological responses from its players/" 
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